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Color Management
Designing Artwork – RGB vs CMYK
Artwork design applications like Adobe PhotoShop© and Illustrator©, and other professional
design applications allow artwork creation in many different colorspaces. A colorspace is defined as
a set or range of colors that either follow a standard (like Pantone®) or a technology like CMYK or
RGB. Our printers work best when artwork is designed in the full RGB colorspace even though they
may contain CMYK inks. The reason for this is that a conversion to RGB is required to satisfy
operating system requirements. The RGB colorspace includes all of the colors in the spectrum
possible, and CMYK is a subset of this spectrum. By designing in CMYK, the conversion to RGB can
be highly dependent upon the software used for the conversion and as such variations across
applications used can produce very different results. Therefore, you will get the best results if you
design in an RGB colorspace.
CMYK artwork has been the design industry standard for many years, but it wasn’t until the
early 2000’s with the digitalization of artwork where the concept of an RGB workflow became viable.
There are many benefits from such a change:
- RGB color information is more accurate and has a wider gamut. QuickLabel Systems asks
for the RGB data and then let our software/driver handle how it best applies to the media,
printer, and settings being used.
- The data being sent is generally smaller in RGB vs CMYK, and therefore yields better access
time and better storage capability.
- For designers, there are many tools in software only available in RGB mode for creating
artwork.
If it is required to work in CMYK, it is strongly recommended that the artwork be converted to
RGB before printing to confirm that there is no color shift. Results may vary, but the label below is
representative of the possible difference between printing an RGB file (top) and a CMYK file (bottom)
when printing from Custom QuickLabel software.
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Gamut
For printing purposes, gamut refers to the range of color that a printer is capable of achieving without
approximation. Below, is a chart of a typical printer gamut. The chart represents the full color
spectrum available and the outline the colors the printer can represent within the full spectrum.

Colors that are within the gamut are printed using the exact ink combinations to produce the color
within the capabilities of the ink and media used. Colors that are out of the printer’s gamut must be
“mapped” or moved in-gamut and then also are affected by the capabilities of the ink and media used.
The process of correcting for ink and media combinations and the mapping of out-of-gamut color to in
gamut is known as Color Management. Using Color Management as outlined by the International
Color Consortium or ICC, a color profile (ICC profile) factors in the capabilities of the ink and media
as well as the mapping of color from out-of-gamut to in gamut automatically. Custom QuickLabel
provides ICC profiles for all inks and standard media we offer, ensuring the best possible color
matched output.

Anti-Aliasing
Anti-Aliasing is when software applies a filter to artwork that blends the sharp edges of colors to their
neighbors to makes the image smoother to the eye at print or display time. In print production, antialiasing should always be turned off when creating artwork. In the following illustration, the letter A is
shown with anti-aliasing disabled (left) and enabled (right). The Kiaro! and Vivo! Touch are high
resolution printers, and will print these affected areas, causing the content to look blurred or irregular.
For sharp text and the best quality printing, keep anti-aliasing off.
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Printing Process Black vs Pure Black
If a label requires pure black (K) to be printed, the artwork must be converted to RGB and
everything that must be printed as pure black (K) ink/toner must be set to RGB value 0,0,0.
To be more clear, there are two ways to print the color black; Mixing all of the colored
inks/toners to get black (process black), or printing the same content using just the black ink/toner
(pure black). Printing text often looks better as pure black, but photos often look better in process
black.
In order for the software or driver to determine which method to use, ensure the RGB value for
the colors in question are a pure black (RGB 0,0,0). A color that looks black to the eye but is not pure
black (RGB 29,23,18) would print as process black.
For the Vivo! Touch, you must ensure the graphic’s halftoning screening option is set to
CMY+K, and that the driver is checked off to “Always use 100% K toner”. This will allow the printer to
use just the K toner to print these color values of (0,0,0).

Process Black

Pure Black
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Above, the difference between pure and process blacks is obvious. The pure black is much sharper
up-close and is more conservative with the amount of ink/toner used overall.
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Rendering Intents
There are four rendering intent choices when printing from Custom Quick Label, as well as
most 3rd party software packages like Adobe Photoshop© and Illustrator©. These rendering intents
are defined by the International Color Consortium for printers and software applications that conform
to the standards outlined by the ICC. A rendering intent determines how a color management system
handles color mapping of out-of-gamut color to in-gamut.

Perceptual – Recommended for images completely “in-gamut”
Perceptual rendering compresses the entire color source (both in and out-of-gamut colors)
until all colors can be represented by the printer. This rendering changes all colors equally, and
therefore maintains the relationship between each color. However, this also ensures that even
in-gamut colors are changed, sometimes significantly, from their original tone.
*This is the default for the Vivo! Touch
Relative Colormetric – Recommended for images “out-of-gamut”
Relative colorimetric rendering scales the white point of the source image to match the white
point of the target space. This ensures that all colors, while different from their original colors,
at least maintain the same relationship to white. As in absolute colorimetric rendering, out-ofgamut colors are then mapped to the closest in-gamut color. This method provides a more
consistent relationship to white, but alters in-gamut colors, and is still subject to the some of
the gradation problems that occur with absolute colorimetric rendering.
*This is the default for the Kiaro!
Absolute Colormetric – Not recommended for color matching
Absolute colorimetric rendering alters only out-of-gamut colors, and does so by mapping them
to the nearest in-gamut color. This results in no change to in-gamut colors, but can significantly
alter relationships between in and out-of-gamut colors. This is often visible in the form of large
"flat" looking areas, or areas with sudden, coarse tonal gradations.
Saturation – Not Recommended for color matching
Saturation rendering converts saturated simple colors in the source space to the same
saturated basic colors in the print space, ignoring any differences in hue and lightness.
Because of its simplicity, saturation rendering is best used on images with basic color use, as
opposed to photographs, which will not render as well.
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Image Resolution vs Printer Resolution
Image resolution is different from, but related to printer resolution. Image resolution
refers to the number of pixels in an image and is often measured in pixels per inch (PPI). This
resolution is sometimes identified by the width and height of the image as well as the total number of
pixels in the image. For example, an image that is 2048 pixels wide and 1536 pixels high
(2048X1536) contains 3,145,728 pixels (or 3.1 Megapixels). You could call it a 2048X1536 or a 3.1
Megapixel image.
Printer resolution is measured in dots per inch, also known as “DPI”. Generally, the
more dots per inch, the finer the printed output you’ll get. The greater the number of dots in a printed
square inch, the greater the number of tones you can achieve with that same square inch. The Vivo!
Touch printer can print up to 600 DPI and the Kiaro! printer can print up to 1200 DPI.

Image resolution shown in pixels (10 PPI shown) vs Printer resolution shown in dots (300 DPI shown)

The image on top has a lower image resolution than the image on the bottom, in computer software. Notice what is
referred to as pixilation.
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300 DPI Image Printed on the Kiaro!
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600 DPI Image Printed on the Kiaro!
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1200 DPI Image Printed on Kiaro!
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Vivo! Touch
Printing grey with Black Toner (K) only
1. Open the artwork you would like to modify in editing software such as Adobe Photoshop.
2. Select everything that you would like to print gray with K toner only.
Below, you will notice the difference between CMY grey and the same RGB values
printed with K toner only. The bottom section of each row is K toner only after being
bitmapped and the top section of each row is CMY grey. Notice that the bottom section
of each row (K toner) is darker than the top section (CMY).

3. Select all of the grey (now lighter) and cut it from the image. Edit | Cut
4. Create a new image. File | New
5. Choose Bitmap for Color Mode
All the other fields should remain untouched. It will automatically take the size and
resolution from the selection that you cut from the image.

6. Paste the cut selection into the new image. Edit | Paste
7. Drag and drop the bitmapped image back into a new layer in the original image.
Ensure that it lines up exactly.
8. Select CMY+K in the properties if printing from Custom QuickLabel or in the driver if printing
from a third party package.

If the grey prints too dark or too light, delete the layer you just created and repeat the entire
process choosing a different grey in step 1.
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Color Trapping
Color trapping is a halftoning technique that masks color-to-color registration errors due to
mechanical variation. It is only available to graphic fields with a separation type of CMY+K. If using
CMY+K on a graphic and there is white space around the edges of the graphic, use this feature to
prevent the media showing through along edges of solid black areas. Use the slider bar to set a color
trapping level (none, light, medium, heavy).

This graphic was printed with
CMY+K, with no color trapping.
Notice the unprinted white-space
caused by mechanical variation.

This graphic was printed with
CMY+K, with medium color trapping.
Notice the excellent print quality.
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Kiaro!
Full-Bleed Printing:
“What is full-bleed?”
This term is related to edge-to-edge printing on a label. It means printing from one edge of
the paper to the other without the standard borders by which most offset and personal printers are
limited, hence the term “edge-to-edge”. Often in offset printing, the paper is trimmed after printing to
ensure the ink runs fully to the edge. In personal printers, there are white spaces on the edge that are
known as unprintable margins. When printing to the Kiaro!, there is no need to further modify the
media after printing because our software and driver settings are designed to achieve edge-to-edge
(full-bleed) printing.

“Why do we need to minimize overspray?”
First, we must understand what that question means. Overspray is the amount of ink that
sprays over the label and onto the backing material (liner) of the roll of labels. It is important that the
overspray doesn’t accumulate and build-up on the inside of the printer causing print artifacts or printer
damage.
If the excess label material (matrix) is removed after die-cutting the shape of your label, any ink
that sprays over and onto the liner could wind up on rollers that are inside the Kiaro! when it backfeeds, and that could cause printing defects.
If you are printing on rolls of continuous material, or reflective stock with matrix-in, you need
not worry about overbleed nor overspray, as these construction types either do not allow edge-toedge printing or provides sufficient printable area around the die-cut to capture the ink.
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Pre-Printing Setup:
Artwork Size
Before printing full-bleed, ensure the artwork is slightly bigger than the label itself. If printing a
4x5 label, and the artwork is also 4” x 5”, one might have a tough time trying to get a good full-bleed.
If the artwork is enlarged to 4.1” x 5.1”, one might find much better success. There might be some
trial and error here to get the right size for full-bleed. Ensure that the image size / label content is
what is being changed, not the label size.
Be aware; some artwork will need to be redesigned in-order for full-bleed printing to be
optimal. This is usually due to content not being placed correctly after resizing (i.e. barcodes or text
near the edge of the artwork that aren’t placed well after resizing for full-bleed).
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Print-Time Setup:
Offsets
The label content can be moved within the printable area by utilizing the vertical and horizontal
offsets; however we cannot move the content so much as to print into the preceding or following label
area. (i.e. If you try to utilize the offsets in such a way that the label content would print into the
surrounding labels’ area or off the roll of material, you will get a corresponding printing error when you
try to print). Offsets, both vertical and horizontal, will move the contents of the label in the
corresponding direction. The following diagram highlights their orientation, assuming you are standing
in front of the printer and the labels exit the printer toward you.
The offsets are set in increments of dots. For reference: 24 dots = 1mm = .039”
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Overbleed
Overbleed is the main tool used in successfully printing full-bleed. This function enables
printing more of the artwork than the bounding-box that crops the label would normally allow. There
are separate overbleed settings for vertical and horizontal directions, and the horizontal is separated
into left and right settings. You can set the vertical bleed in increments of up to four, and the
horizontal bleeds in increments of up to eight. For each increment of overbleed, the Kiaro! will allow
printing of .1mm greater than it normally would in whatever direction you are making the adjustment.
.1mm = .0039” = 2.4 dots
The increase in print capability is distributed equidistantly for the vertical overbleed but is
completely biased for the right and left horizontal overbleeds. Thus, if you see white space on the left
side of the label, you need only increase the left horizontal overbleed and it will not affect the right
side of the label, nor the overall position of the label.

Label Size
The guides that clamp down on the media when loading label material measure the width of
the media being loaded. The Kiaro! performs a calibration after loading the media and clamping both
guides down. The calibration is seen as a forward and then backward motion of the media, followed
by the Kiaro! coming to a Ready state. Because the Kiaro! is an intelligent printer, if a mistake is
made at print-time related to the settings that have been input into software/driver versus the sensor
values read by the guides, an error will present itself to inform where the problem is.
One of the foundational aspects to printing correctly is ensuring the label dimensions are
correctly set in the software or driver. In Custom QuickLabel software, you are able to initially define
these measurements upon creating a label as well as edit these settings at any point later on. There
are several acronyms that you should become familiar with.

Label Length = Length of label only
Label Width = Width of label only
MPL = Maximum Printable Length
MPW = Maximum Printable Width
TW = Total Width (including edge-trim)
GML = Gap / Mark Length
WBL = Width Between Labels (for use with multiple-across labels)
LBL = Length Between Labels (for use with multiple-down labels)
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Below is a roll of label material that QuickLabel Systems produces with a label on the inside of
the cardboard core. The label lists the measurements to use when designing for this label.

When designing a label, only enter the correct values for the media into the software.
Intentionally inputting alternate values is often either unsuccessful or especially counter-productive
when trying to troubleshoot issues such as full-bleed printing. Most of the math that all the other
settings are based on is right here in the label measurements. If a mistake is made here, one can
often see the results elsewhere, and it might not be immediately obvious as to where the issue
occurred.
In most cases, the roll of labels will have something called “edge-trim”, which is the backing
material that extends past the printable material on the edges of the roll. This extra width is very small
(0.125” total in most cases). This extra width is reflected in the TW, but not the MPW. Thus, in the
example above, the TW is .125” greater than the MPW.
Furthermore, the GML is .125” as well. It is a coincidence that the length of the gap between
labels and the reflective mark that is used on rolls of reflective material also equal .125” on most
labels. However, it is important to remember the length for this measurement, as this is highly
involved when starting/stopping printing and placing label content.
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Finding the optimal full-bleed printing results
“Do I use the offsets, overbleed, or resize the artwork to get successful full-bleed printing?”
The answer is often mixed. Many labels require finding the “sweet spot”, so to speak; that is
the combination of placing the content correctly, printing perfectly edge-to-edge, and minimizing the
amount of overspray. Here are some things to keep in mind:
-

If the offsets are incorrect, the content will not be placed correctly and might also not get
good edge-to-edge printing if the artwork is moved too much / not enough in one direction.

-

If the artwork size is not bigger than the label size, there will be issues with getting edge-toedge printing. In a previous example, we recommended adding .1” to both width and length
of the image but not the label size. That was just an example and it might not necessarily
need that much added. Depending on the content of the label and preferences, it might
need changes that cannot be exemplified here.

-

If using too much overbleed, the printer will spray too much ink on the backing material.
When the printer back-feeds for whatever reason (resuming after a pause, auto-cleaning,
etc) there is a chance the excess ink will accumulate on the rollers that are inside the
transport assembly. When the printer starts moving forward again, these rollers might press
the ink onto the clean label material, causing print defects. These rollers can be removed
and cleaned, but it is best to prevent this from occurring to reduce downtime.

-

Positioning artwork correctly or having artwork setup correctly for printing edge-to-edge is
very important. Depending on what software package is being used for printing labels, the
shape of the label, and what the label content demands, one might need to change the
artwork itself rather than have the ability to modify the artwork at print-time. These
situations are unique, and must be handled case-by-case.
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Recommended Steps for Printing Full-Bleed

1. Open the appropriate software; Ensure the label size is correct in the software and/or driver.

2. Insert the label content/artwork; Ensure it is positioned correctly and extends past the label on
all sides.

3. Print a few labels; Review the results closely.

4. Adjust offset and overbleed settings accordingly and print a few labels again to see the results.

5. Repeat step 4 until optimal settings are achieved with minimal overspray; save the file when
finished.
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Examples of common issues
Below are some common issues when trying to achieve full-bleed printing. The black outline
represents the die-cut of the label shape on the roll. The blue is where the printer sprayed ink. The
white space inside the black outline is unprinted label material.
1. Offset too much to one side / equal white space on the other side

2. Offset too much on two sides / equal white space on the other sides

3. Not enough overbleed or artwork isn’t big enough/ thin white space on edge(s)

4. Too much overbleed / overspray will be an issue
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5. Artwork needs rework / content isn’t set up correctly for this label

6. Good full-bleed / looks great!
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Example of troubleshooting while trying to achieve full-bleed printing
During this example below, the user is trying to print full-bleed on a standard 4” x 5” gap label.
This example will show you some missteps on purpose, so please do not use this as a step-by-step
process for printing. This is merely an exercise to become familiar with the content previously
discussed.
1. The user created the label to the approved specification and imported the artwork
into the label
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2. Here is the artwork resized to 4x5 (intentionally wrong)

Once the artwork was resized to 4” x 5”, the exact size of the label,
the user printed the label to see what it would look like and to show
why the artwork needs to be bigger than the label. The result was
not surprising: there is white space on some label edges.
Identifying what is causing the white-space is one of the most
important parts in this setup process.
After taking a look at what printed, the user decided to modify the
offsets since the artwork looked generally close to the correct image
placement, and it is seemingly just as much over on one side as it is
under on the other side.
It is recommended to only change one variable at a time (at first) to
ensure the process is easy to keep track of.
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3. First attempt at modifying the offsets

Here, the user made the first attempt at modifying the offsets to place the artwork better.
Looking at the label from a distance, it isn’t too bad, but a closer inspection highlighted new issues.
Modifying the horizontal offset did not fix the white-space on the right side of the label, but it
did create more white-space on the left side. Also, the user over-estimated how much to move the
label vertically down. Aside from the offsets needing further adjustment, the artwork just isn’t the right
size for fullbleed on this label. The artwork needs to be bigger than the label.
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4. Artwork correctly resized for full-bleed printing

Here, the artwork was resized to make it .1” larger in width and length than the label. That will
allow for the extra workspace needed to use overbleed. Some say adding .1” is too much, and
depending on the label content and size, they might be right. As long as the artwork is larger than the
label size, the software has something to work with when trying to apply over-bleed. If the artwork is
not larger than the label itself, there won’t be anything to work with.
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5. Printing resized for full-bleed with 1st offset settings attempt

Making the artwork larger than the label size was the correct thing to do. The label looks much
closer to where the user wants it to be, but there is still a hairline of white on the left and right sides.
Also, the offsets are still not correct and will need to be adjusted. From a distance it is hard to see, so
one must get up-close when scrutinizing these proofs.
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6. Turn on full overbleed

Next, the user turned overbleed up to the maximum to see what the overspray will look like. The ink
resting on the backing material (liner) is clearly visible. This ink is what can come into contact with the rollers in
the transport assembly during back-feeding of the media. It is best to minimize overspray.
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7. Balance the settings to achieve optimal full-bleed printing

Above are the settings the user finally settled on to get a good full-bleed print and at the same time,
minimize the amount of overspray. Results may vary, however.
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Here are the printed results from the print window on the prior page. There is still a little bit of
overspray in some areas. The user found this to be acceptable for their needs.
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